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TO:

Planning Commission

FROM:

Anne McClung, Planning and Building Director

RE:

Zoning Ordinance Amendment #44 – Amendment to the Zoning Ordinance to
allow greater building height and limited Instructional Classroom uses for
Education Facilities, College/University in the Downtown Commercial (DC) by
Conditional Use Permit with modifications and additions to Definitions and Use
and Design Standards

DATE:

June 14, 2019

Amendments Proposed
Zoning Ordinance Amendment #44 is an amendment to consider allowing the following
changes:
• Allow greater height, up to 100’, in the Downtown Commercial zoning district, subject to
criteria, through the Conditional Use Permit process;
• Allow limited Instructional Classroom use for Educational Facilities, College/University,
subject to criteria, as part of a mixed-use development in the Downtown Commercial zoning
district through the Conditional Use Permit process;
• Modify existing definitions of Educational Facilities and General Office;
• Add definitions for General Office for College/University and Instructional Classroom for
College/University;
• Add Use and Design Standards for the new uses of General Office for College/University and
Instructional Classroom; and
• For consistency move Educational Facilities, Primary/Secondary to a CUP use and not a
permitted use.
Zoning Ordinance Amendment Process
Town Council adopted a referring resolution to send potential changes to the Town’s Zoning
Ordinance to the Planning Commission for review. The Town Council referred this amendment
to the Planning Commission through resolution 2-D-19, (see Attachment A).
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Zoning Ordinance Review Committee
The Zoning Ordinance Review Committee (ZORC), a sub-committee of the Planning
Commission, reviews proposed Zoning Ordinance Amendments in the early drafting stages and
makes recommendations to be incorporated into the staff report to the full Planning
Commission. The Committee includes four members of the Commission and three citizen
representatives. The Zoning Ordinance Review Committee met on April 29, 2019, May 20, 2019
and June 3, 2019 to discuss the amendment. The amendment text provided to the Planning
Commission reflects the direction from the Committee. The Committee agreed to review the
most recent version of the text via email and staff will provide any comments to the Planning
Commission at the work session.
Public Input Meeting
A public input meeting is held for each Zoning Ordinance Amendment prior to the Planning
Commisson public hearing. The meeting for ZOA #44 is scheduled for Thursday, June 27, 2019
at 7:00 pm. Staff will provide the Planning Commission with meeting notes.
Background
North End Center
The Virginia Tech Foundation (Foundation) owns the North End Center on Prices Fork
Road/Turner Street. The commercial shopping area was formerly known as Collegiate Square.
In 2014 the Foundation amended the rezoning applicable to the center to address access
changes and provide for the addition of a new building that could be built over a portion of the
parking area that would be multi-story and actually front onto Gilbert Street. A special signage
district was also granted that included the North End commercial development as well as the
Foundation office building and parking garage on Gilbert Street.
The Foundation has indicated they would now like to file another amendment to the rezoning
to facilitate significant redevelopment on a portion of the site. Based on preliminary
information, the owner is considering a redevelopment plan to remove two of the existing
buildings in the center and develop a new larger multi-level building fronting on Gilbert Street
and Turner Street. A rezoning amendment request has not been filed but representatives
working for the Foundation have indicated that several items being considered in the
redevelopment project would not be allowable in the Downtown Commercial district, as it
exists today. The mixed-use building proposed would include ground floor commercial, parking
and University offices on four upper floors as well as a rooftop deck with restaurant.
Additional building height above what is allowed today would be needed. Staff would note this
is not the first time that allowing additional building height and development intensity has been
discussed for that portion of Downtown encompassing the North Main Street, Prices Fork Road,
Turner Street triangle. In 2010, the triangle was discussed as an area in which to allow greater
height as part of a suggested overlay district. The overlay district was proposed prior to
construction of the Virginia Tech foundation office building and parking garage on Gilbert Street
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to encourage a mixed-use project. The applicants opted not to pursue this option and the
overlay district was not processed through public hearing.
In addition, the University may in the future want to have some instructional classroom space
in the building. The Foundation, through representatives from the WM Jordan company, have
asked that the Town consider an amendment to the Zoning Ordinance to allow classroom space
in the development and to consider allowing greater height than is currently permitted in the
Downtown Commercial district. On May 20, 2019, the Town received the attached letter
(Attachment B) from WM Jordan. Representatives from WM Jordan will be available at the
work session to outline the current redevelopment proposal and how it relates to the proposed
text amendments.
While redevelopment at the North End Center is the driver for consideration of this
amendment, if approved, the amendment could apply to the entire DC zoning district. A map
showing the Downtown Commercial zoning district is included as Attachment C.
Relationship to Downtown Study
In 2019, Development Strategies completed the “Strategic Plan for Downtown Blacksburg, VA”
study. The study identified a number of sub-areas in Downtown. Each area was described with
a distinct set of characteristics and opportunities. The Downtown Northwest area,
encompassing the area bounded by North Main Street, Prices Fork Road and Turner Street was
identified specifically as an area where additional density and intensity of use could be
accommodated. The North End Center falls within this area. Part of the implementation of the
Downtown Study is to create overlay zoning districts for each sub-area. This request is being
considered in advance of the study implementation with the overlay zoning district and should
be as limited in scope as possible to respond to the Foundation’s request without
compromising the overlay district development process or creating unintended consequences
or conflicting regulations.
Classification and Regulation of University Use
The Town does not have any jurisdiction over development that occurs on the campus or on
properties owned by the University. Not all properties owned by Virginia Tech are located in
the University zoning district. For example, the Moore Farm on Prices Fork Road. However,
there are properties in Town that are not owned by the University but that are owned by the
Virginia Tech Foundation, such as the Corporate Research Center and the North End office
building, and those developments are subject to Town regulations.
The use of “Educational Facilities, College/University” is defined in the Zoning Ordinance. Also
defined is “Educational Facilities, Primary/Secondary”. The Primary/Secondary school use is
allowed in Downtown Commercial (DC) zoning district. The College/University use is not. This
reflect concerns about expansion of the University into the Downtown area. The use is allowed
by-right in the University (U) zoning district that is depicted on the Town’s zoning map to reflect
the Virginia Tech main campus. The Educational Facilities, College/University use is also allowed
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by-right in the General Commercial district. Staff presumes this was to address university uses
occurring in the University Mall on University City Boulevard.
Amendments Proposed
There have always been concerns about the expansion of University uses off campus and the
potential impacts to the Town, particularly into Downtown which is adjacent to campus.
Downtown is a key part of the Town’s identity and the character would change dramatically if
there were significant amounts of Downtown space, especially ground floor space, occupied by
University classrooms or faculty offices. Downtown space is very limited and is crucial to
meeting commercial needs in the core of Town serving both the student and resident
population. The changes proposed in the amendment include criteria to address key issues
regarding the importance of Downtown and the interface with surrounding residential areas.
Height
The current maximum height allowed in the Downtown Commercial zoning district is 60’. The
proposed amendment would allow property owners or developers to request up to 100’ if
approved through the public hearing Conditional Use Permit process. The 100’ is proposed as
the maximum that could be applied for but a range from 60’-100’ could be included in an
application. While this request is driven by a specific redevelopment project, the opportunity
to ask for greater height would apply across the DC district. There are areas in Downtown
where requests for additional height would be problematic which include areas with a
significant interface with lower intensity residential development. The Downtown Commercial
zoning district also contains most of the Town’s local historic district. The request for additional
height needs to be limited and have specific evaluation criteria to protect abutting residential
neighborhoods and ensure that a context-sensitive high-quality site and building design are
proposed.
Staff is suggesting criteria be included to limit the locations of the CUP requests and give
direction to applicants on the key site and building design elements that need to be
thoughtfully addressed. The additional height request should be for a mixed-use project with
two or more uses. The site and building issues that need to be addressed in the CUP would
include the following:
•Relationship of building to the street;
•Building mass, scale, architectural features, which should include expression lines or other
horizontal building articulation, and step backs for stories above 60’ in height;
•Building setbacks;
•Width of sidewalk;
•Impact on pedestrian environment; and
•Impact on adjacent land uses.
The additional height should also only be allowed when the parcel is not adjacent to residential
zoning districts. The map in Attachment D shows the portions of the Downtown Commercial
district that would be eligible to apply for a CUP with the parameter that parcels must not be
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within 250’ of property zoned R-4 (single family), R-5 (transitional residential) or OTR (Old Town
Residential). Lastly, parcels should be oriented to the more intensive portion of the Downtown
which can be reflected in a requirement that the parcel have frontage on an arterial roadway
(Prices Fork Road, Main Street).
Instructional Classroom Use
There may be an interest in allowing a limited amount of instructional classroom space in
Downtown when coupled with redevelopment and the provision of other uses that contribute
significantly to the vitality of the Downtown. Careful consideration should be given to the
amount of classroom space that can be requested. In addition, any request should be handled
through the Conditional Use Permit process so that sites can be reviewed on a case-by-case
basis and have the scrutiny that comes with the public hearing process.
The ZORC suggested that a specific definition for the idea of Classroom Instructional use be
developed and added to the Definitions section of the Zoning Ordinance. The use is a subset of
the broader Educational Facilities, College/University use. Refer to the Definitions section of
the staff report and the proposed amendment wording in Attachment E.
Staff suggests the following limitations be considered and included in the Use and Design
Standards for the Instructional/Classroom use:
• CUP is limited to instructional classroom use and does not include all of the other uses
in the definition of Educational Facilities, College/University;
• The use must be proposed as part of a mixed-use development with two or more uses
apart from the CUP for instructional classroom use;
•No instructional classroom uses allowed on the ground floor; and
• Limit on the percentage of the total building square footage that can be requested for
the instructional classroom use.
Town staff has asked for any preliminary planning information available on the proposed North
End redevelopment and a representative has indicated an estimated total of 235,716 square
feet of building space is possible. In order to give an idea of the order of magnitude of various
percentages of instructional classroom space that might be requested, staff has prepared the
chart below using the proposed North End redevelopment project as the example. The ZORC
declined to include a percentage maximum for the use but staff suggests the Planning
Commission discuss this issue.
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Percentage
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%

Classroom Square Footage
11,785
23,571
35,357
47,143
58,929

Office Uses
After discussion, the ZORC determined that offices uses that served the University should be
allowed by-right in the DC district provided they are not located on the ground floor. The
consensus was the use is the same as any other office uses occurring by-right in Downtown.
Office uses in the North End building were allowed because the types of offices proposed were
functions found in other general businesses, such as accounting or human resources and not
specific to the University use. The Planning Commission may want to have a similar discussion
on this topic.
Definitions
The Zoning Ordinance contains two definitions for Education Facilities differentiating
elementary, middle and high schools from higher education institutions such as colleges and
universities. The existing definitions are shown below.
EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES, PRIMARY/SECONDARY—A public, private or parochial school offering
instruction at the elementary, junior and/or senior high school levels in the branches of learning
and study required to be taught in the public schools of the Commonwealth of Virginia.
EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES, COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY—an educational institution authorized by the
Commonwealth of Virginia to award associate, baccalaureate or higher degrees, and facilities
associated with it. This term includes academic buildings, administrative facilities, dormitories,
special housing, parking areas, dining halls and other physical plants associated with the college
or university use.
It is unlikely that there are any areas of Downtown that would be suitable for consideration of
the uses found in the definition such as dining halls, dormitories or physical plants. Refining the
broad definition to identify specific subsets that will be considered in the DC zoning district is
needed. Staff suggests modifying the existing definition of Educational Facilities,
College/University to call out offices and classroom. New definitions are proposed of offices
and classroom when the use is for the University. The changes are summarized below and the
wording can be found in Attachment E.
• Modify definition of Educational Facilities, College/University to call out Office and
Instructional Classroom;
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• Add definition of General Office for Educational Facilities, College/University; and
• Add definition of Instructional Classroom space for Educational Facilities,
College/University
Use and Design Standards/CUP Criteria
There are no Use and Design standards for the Educational Facilities, College/University
presumably since the use was viewed as having limited applicability. With the creation of two
new defined uses for General Office and Instructional Classroom for the University, staff has
created Use and Design standards for each use. The General Office for College/University has
Use and Design Standards similar to those for General Office (new section 4421). The Use and
Design Standards for Instructional Classroom for College/University can be found in new section
4314 and were discussed previously in the staff report.
Educational Facilities, Primary/Secondary
There are Use and Design Standards for Educational Facilities, Primary/Secondary in the Zoning
Ordinance. These standards are included in the amendment because it is necessary to specify
the standards are for Educational Facility, Primary Secondary and not College/University. These
standards are intended to apply to public and private schools that include not only instructional
space but also athletic fields, bus loops, parking and other uses common to schools. Given the
proposed limitations on what uses within the Educational Facilities, College/University could be
included in a CUP application, the Use and Design Standards will not need to be the same.
Proposed Amendment Text
The draft text of the amendments is contained in Attachment E.

Attachments:
Attachment A – Town Council referral resolution 2-D-19
Attachment B – Letter from WM Jordan, dated May 20, 2019
Attachment C – Aerial of Downtown Commercial Zoning
Attachment D – Aerial illustrating area eligible to apply for height increase
Attachment E – Draft of proposed wording dated June 18, 2019

May 20, 2019

Town of Blacksburg, Zoning Ordinance Review Committee (ZORC)
Reference:

Virginia Tech Foundation – Gilbert Street Mixed Use Project

VISION
The vision for the Downtown Northwest district as set forth in the Strategic Plan for Downtown
Blacksburg, VA is a more walkable, urban, architecturally appealing, mixed-use area with quality
retail anchors located along Prices Fork Road. The Strategic Plan emphasizes the importance
of preserving the historic St. Luke and Odd Fellows Hall, which is located near the intersection
of Prices Fork Road and North Main Street. The Strategic Plan recommends that any
development in this area should complement and be sensitive to these historic structures and
provide an inviting gathering space with elements that facilitate the active engagement with this
historic site by both residents and visitors alike.
BENEFITS
The Virginia Tech Foundation (VTF) proposes to develop a mixed-use multi-story building (the
“Gilbert Street Mixed-Use Building”) that exceeds the Town’s Vision outlined in the Strategic
Plan for the area fronting Gilbert Street. The Gilbert Street Mixed-Use Building will replace two
existing buildings-400 Turner Street and 211 Prices Fork Road. The proposed project provides
the following benefits to the Town of Blacksburg:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

A national retailer as envisioned by the Strategic Plan.
A public-use signature restaurant with outdoor space on the main level, and a public-use
rooftop restaurant with an outdoor terrace and event space.
Landscaping and pedestrian amenities in the area around St. Luke and Odd Fellows
Hall. Note: The proposed plan provides approximately 90 feet between Odd Fellows
Hall and the proposed building. The current distance between the existing building (211
Prices Fork Road) and Odd Fellows Hall is approximately 70 feet.
Significant capital investment and the creation of over 400 new jobs-directly tied to the
Commonwealth’s commitment to Amazon (as more fully described below) and the new
retailers and restaurants.
Generate additional downtown foot traffic for restaurants and retail shopping from the
building employees and customers
Generation of additional tax revenue, including lease-hold real estate, sales, and food
and beverage taxes.
An iconic, mixed-use building-designed to LEED Silver standards-at the entrance to
downtown.
Enhanced streetscapes and pedestrian connectivity along Prices Fork Road and Turner
Street.
Additional retail/customer parking via structured parking for the area.
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VTF envisions this building will include a national retailer and additional smaller retailers, two
restaurants, including an upscale rooftop facility, and general office space. The office space is
currently slated to house an expansion of Virginia Tech’s (VT) computer science faculty
(approximately 40,000 sq. ft.), Behavioral Health (including counseling offices), and the
Outreach and International Affairs (OIA) department. OIA is an administrative unit that is
responsible for VT’s community engagement and global outreach activities in the domains of
education, research and discovery. OIA works with university faculty and students to enhance
efforts at VT in workforce development and institutional capacity development within the
Commonwealth and internationally. OIA also focuses on globalizing the VT campus through
partnerships with universities, industries and governments around the world.
AMAZON EFFECT
The need for additional computer science faculty and office space is necessitated by the
Commonwealth’s agreement with Amazon and the connection with the emerging VT Innovation
Campus located in Northern Virginia. VT agreed to expand its computer science program in
Blacksburg by hiring 130 new computer science faculty members, which will all be very high
paying positions. These new faculty jobs and additional support staff positions will likely result
in the same number of families moving to the Blacksburg area, thereby providing additional tax
revenues and other economic stimulation. These new faculty positions are being funded in part
through the Commonwealth’s $1 billion commitment to support the “tech talent pipeline” for
Amazon and other high-tech employers, and the Innovation Campus.
The Innovation Campus will focus on graduate programs in computer science and software
engineering, and over 500 master’s degree students are expected to be enrolled there within
five years. While these graduate programs will be located in Northern Virginia, the intention is
for there to be great connectivity between the northern Virginia and Blacksburg campuses,
including internships, conferences and shared activities and programs.
There are other benefits to the Town of Blacksburg that can be directly linked to the Innovation
Campus. Companies already located in Northern Virginia have publicly expressed an interest in
establishing a presence near the Blacksburg campus to encourage tech research and to attract
Virginia Tech students as employees. There is the potential that some of these companies may
become future tenants in the Gilbert Street mixed-use building. This additional commercial
activity will certainly benefit the Town of Blacksburg by increasing tax dollars and resulting in
additional employees living in or around the vicinity of Blacksburg. Moreover, this continued
connectivity to the Innovation Campus will likely result in additional transportation and hospitality
business needs in the Blacksburg vicinity as more faculty and students travel between the two
campuses. While it is too early to assign actual data and numbers to this increased economic
activity, it is not premature to make predictions of the positive impact Amazon and the
Innovation Campus will have on the Blacksburg community.
DESIGN
The Gilbert Street Mixed-Use Building is proposed to be contextual to its surroundings, while
introducing innovation and forward thinking elements to North End; thereby bringing together
iconic architecture, a considered landscape design and tomorrow’s technology with coveted
amenities, and curated retail and social spaces that will nurture people and attract new talent.
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Despite its urban context, this building will provide physical and visual access to nature
throughout the building, offering a workplace where inside can be outside, and where outside
can come in. Office spaces and a rooftop restaurant event terrace will offer sweeping views of
Virginia Tech’s campus and the Blue Ridge Mountains. The building form is terraced down to
break up the height and carved to bring an abundant amount of natural light into the spaces.
The space is designed for flexibility, allowing tenant spaces to adapt over time. Using contextual
masonry materials and wood for warmth and human-scale texture, the design of the building
responds and contributes to the transition between campus and this vibrant, accessible mixeduse downtown district where modern companies and entrepreneurs will envision, create and
define the future.
Brick, metal panel, and curtain wall clad the majority of the exterior, with a limited amount of
Hokie Stone accenting the entrance and site walls and wood cladding at entrances and exterior
ceilings. The proposed building height is 97 feet at the highest point, and steps down to meet
the scale of the existing four-story North End Center building across Gilbert Street. A cast-inplace concrete parking level is partially below grade, over which would stand a steel frame and
metal stud 6-story building with primary entrances at the Gilbert Street level.
The Gilbert Street Mixed-Use Building will include ground level and elevated parking, street
level retail and four levels of office space. The street level retail is anticipated to include a large
national mercantile retailer, an upscale restaurant, plus two to three additional retail tenants with
frontage facing Gilbert Street and Turner Street. Each of the four non-retail floors is designed as
a multi-tenant Class A office space, containing two conference rooms on each level that will
seat approximately 25-30 persons.
The public-use destination rooftop venue will operate as a full-service restaurant, an event
facility, and an outdoor roof terrace for a total capacity of up to 350 people. The event venue
would be open for reservations from the public with the ability to host one large event as well as
the flexibility to be subdivided to accommodate smaller parties.
Additionally, the project will promote and serve as an enhanced connection from the VT campus
to downtown Blacksburg contributing to a broader non-motorized transportation infrastructure
for bicyclists and pedestrians in and from all directions. The proposed orientation of the Gilbert
Street Mixed-Use Building and parking area will create an open public green space enhancing
the urban environment adjacent to St. Luke and Odd Fellows Hall complex with the potential to
host outdoor recreational and community events.
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DRAFT 06-18-19
Attachment E
Zoning Ordinance Amendment #44
Draft Wording June 18, 2019
Strikethrough = deletions
Bold, underlined and italics = additions

ARTICLE II /DEFINITIONS AND USES
Sec. 2103 - Definitions of terms and use types.
For the purposes of this ordinance, the words and phrases listed below in this section shall have
the meanings described below:
EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES, PRIMARY/SECONDARY—A public, private or parochial school offering
instruction at the elementary, junior and/or senior high school levels in the branches of learning and
study required to be taught in the public schools of the Commonwealth of Virginia.
EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES, COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY—an educational institution authorized by the
Commonwealth of Virginia to award associate, baccalaureate or higher degrees, and facilities associated
with it. This term includes academic buildings, classrooms, administrative facilities, offices, dormitories,
special housing, parking areas, dining halls and other physical plants associated with the college or
university use.
GENERAL OFFICE—Use of a site for business, professional, or administrative offices, excluding medical
offices. Typical uses include real estate, insurance, management, travel, computer software or
information systems research and development, or other business offices; organization and association
offices; or law, architectural, engineering, accounting or other professional offices. Retail sales do not
comprise more than an accessory aspect of the primary activity of a General Office. VPI & SU offices
shall not house any regularly-scheduled classes.
GENERAL OFFICE, COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY – General office uses when associated with a College or
University. VPI & SU Offices shall not house any regularly-scheduled classes.

INSTRUCTIONAL CLASSROOMS FOR EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES, COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY -

Buildings or portions of buildings designed for classrooms and instructional spaces. This includes
ancillary spaces such as study rooms or informal student gathering spaces included in the building.
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ARTICLE III /DIVISION 14. - DOWNTOWN COMMERCIAL DISTRICT
Sec. 3140 - Purpose.
The Downtown Commercial district is the heart of Town culturally, geographically, and historically.
It lends the Town its small-town architecture, scale, and feel. It is intended to be a predominantly
pedestrian area, catering to bicycle and pedestrian traffic with shops and storefronts close to the road,
pedestrian scale, wide walkways, street trees and limited off-street well screened parking. The history of
the area is retained with preservation of historic structures and replication of style in additions and
expansions. The core of the Downtown exudes the vitality of the interaction of people and activities.
Commercial opportunities include a diversity of specialty, retail services, cultural, recreation,
entertainment activities, and public functions. The district may also contain residential uses suited to a
downtown urban environment. Residential uses are limited to locations in the basement of structures or
on upper stories above active street level commercial uses. There may be some circumstances and
locations within the district where other urban residential use types that promote year round occupancy
and contribute to the fabric of the Blacksburg Historic Overlay District within Downtown may be
appropriate.

Sec. 3141 - Permitted uses.
(a)

The following uses and structures are permitted by right subject to all other applicable
requirements contained in this Ordinance:
Residential
Home Occupation
Multifamily Dwelling (allowed only on the upper floors of a multi-story building or in the basement
of a structure) See § 3141 (b) for residential uses allowed by Conditional Use Permit.
Civic
Administrative Services
Community Recreation
Cultural Services
Day Care Center
Educational Facilities, Primary/Secondary
Home for Adults
Life Care Facility
Nursing Home
Open Space
Post Office
2
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Public Parks and Recreational Areas
Public Recreation Assembly
Religious Assembly
Safety Services
Shelter
Utility Services, Minor
Office*
Financial Institutions (without drive-through)
General Office†
Medical Office†
General Office for Educational Facilities, College/University†
Commercial*
Brewpub
Clinic
Commercial Indoor Entertainment
Commercial Indoor Amusement
Communication Services
Consumer Repair Services
Funeral Home
Neighborhood Convenience Store
Parking Facility♦
Pawn Shop
Personal Improvement Services
Personal Services
Public Farmers Market
Restaurant, Fast Food
Restaurant, General
Restaurant, Small
Retail Sales
Specialty Shop
Studio, Fine Arts
Veterinary Hospital/Clinic
Miscellaneous
Accessory Structures
*Without external speakers only. Any use which incorporates an external speaker, may be permitted
only with a conditional use permit.
†On all floors except the ground floor.
♦Allowed on lots fronting Main Street only when other permitted commercial uses occupy the Main
Street frontage.
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(b)

The following uses may be allowed with a Conditional Use Permit.
Civic
Club
Educational Facilities, Primary/Secondary
Instructional classrooms for Educational Facilities, College/University
Public Assembly
Utility Services, Major
Commercial
Automobile Repair
Bed and Breakfast
Commercial Indoor Sports and Recreation
Dance Hall
Gasoline Station
Grocery Store
Hotel/Motel
Itinerant Vendor
Outpatient Substance Abuse Treatment Center
Office
Financial Institution (with drive-through)
General Office‡
Medical Office‡
Industrial
Laboratory
Research and Development
Miscellaneous
Broadcasting and Communication Facility
Residential
Townhouse or a Multi-family dwelling on the ground floor; subject to the following criteria:
(1)

The subject property must be located within the Blacksburg Historic Overlay District;

(2)

Development must occur in conjunction with the retention and rehabilitation of a
contributing structure shown on the Blacksburg Historic District Contributing Structures List
and in accordance with the District Guidelines;

(3)

For the purpose of this section, the term "rehabilitation" shall mean substantial financial
investment and physical improvements to a property or building previously in a substandard or
dilapidated condition through repair, alterations, or additions that (i) return a property or
4
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building to usable condition or (ii) address improvements needed with a change of use as
defined by the building code that result in certificates of occupancy being issued for more
intensive uses in the zoning district. The rehabilitation shall preserve those portions or
features that convey the historical, cultural, or architectural values of the property or building.
(4)

Residential development may be within the Contributing Structure or new construction
adjacent to the Contributing Structure being rehabilitated if there is a common development
plan; and

(5)

There must be compliance with Use and Design Standards for the use unless a Special
Exception is granted pursuant to § 1112 to the Use and Design Standards along with the
Conditional Use Permit.

‡On ground floor. However, temporary offices for the management and support of a campaign for
political office by a specific candidate or candidates (as defined by Code of Virginia § 24.2-101) for one
(1) specific election cycle are permitted on the ground floor, subject to compliance with the following
standards:
1.

Prior to occupancy of the office space, the campaign shall register and obtain a permit from
the Administrator, which shall be valid for a period of not more than six (6) calendar months
and may not be renewed. Use of ground floor office space in the Downtown Commercial
District for more than six (6) months requires a conditional use permit.

2.

Each permit shall specify the location of the temporary office, the dates of occupancy by the
campaign and all necessary contact information.

(c ) Additional Height

Additional height up to a maximum of 100’ may be requested through the Conditional Use
permit process. Evaluation criteria to determine the appropriateness of the height increase
requested include the following:
(1) Parcel has frontage on a Major Arterial roadway;
(2) Parcel is not located within 250’ of any parcel zoned R-4, R-5 or OTR;
(3) Relationship of building to the street;
(4) Building mass, scale, architectural features, which should include expression lines or other
horizontal building articulation, and step backs for stories above 60’ in height;
(5) Building setbacks;
(6) Width of sidewalk;
(7) Impact on pedestrian environment; and
(8) Impact on adjacent land uses.

Sec. 3142 - Site development standards.
(a)

Each lot must abut a public street.

(b)

Maximum residential density: Forty-eight (48) bedrooms per acre.

(c)

A density bonus, as authorized by Virginia Code §15.2-2286(A)(10)(a), is allowed when the project
includes the retention and rehabilitation of a contributing structure in the Historic District as listed
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on the Blacksburg Historic District Contributing Structures List and in accordance with all of the
following requirements:
(1)

The Contributing Structure(s) retained must be the structure(s) recommended for retention
by the HDRB and the HDRB decision is upheld by the Town Council;

(2)

For the purpose of this section, the term "rehabilitation" shall mean substantial financial
investment and physical improvements to a property or building previously in a substandard or
dilapidated condition through repair, alterations, or additions that (i) return a property or
building to usable condition or (ii) address improvements needed with a change of use as
defined by the building code that result in certificates of occupancy being issued for more
intensive uses in the zoning district. The rehabilitation shall preserve those portions or
features that convey the historical, cultural, or architectural values of the property or building.

(3)

A one hundred (100) percent density bonus (up to ninety-six (96) bedrooms per acre) is
available for parcels up to one-half (½) acre in size. A fifty (50) percent density bonus (up to
seventy-two (72) bedrooms per acre) is available for parcels greater than one-half (½) acre and
less than one (1) acre in size. A twenty-five (25) percent density bonus (up to sixty (60)
bedrooms per acre) is available for parcels one (1) acre or greater in size.

(4)

The density bonus will be calculated on the land area of the common development plan; and

(5)

The common development plan must include the Contributing Structure(s). The common
development plan cannot include land area that is not part of the proposed development and
which has been included for the purposes of increasing the allowed density. All parcels in the
common development plan shall be contiguous. All parcels in the common development plan
must be within the DC zoning district.

(d)

Maximum structure height: Sixty (60) feet. Additional height up to a maximum of one hundred
(100) feet may be requested pursuant to the criteria in §3141(c) through the Conditional Use
permit process.

(e)

Building facades shall maintain a consistent street edge, with the exception of building articulation
variation, passages for pedestrian access and drives to parking areas. The street elevation of
principal structures shall have at least one (1) street-oriented entrance, and contain the principal
windows of the structure.

(f)

All roof-top equipment shall be enclosed in building materials that match the structure or which
are visually compatible with the structure.

(g)

Sidewalk width from back of curb to the building at ground level shall be at least ten (10) feet for
Main Street frontage and eight (8) feet for all other street frontage in the district. Transitioning to
existing sidewalks of narrower widths shall be allowed when existing structures preclude such
sidewalks from meeting minimum widths; provided, however, that no structure shall be placed
within a transition area that would preclude extension of the sidewalk in the future to the widths
required by this section.

(h)

Automobile entrances to the site shall be minimized and placed in such a way as to maximize
safety, maximize efficient traffic circulation, and minimize the impact on the surrounding area. A
maximum of two (2) curb cuts shall be allowed per street frontage. Factors including the number of
existing curb cuts in the area, the potential for increased traffic hazards and congestion, and the
number of travel lanes of the street that serves the site shall be used to determine the number of
curb cuts permitted.
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(i)

(j)

Sidewalk displays of retail merchandise are permitted, provided that:
(1)

at least five (5) feet of clearance is maintained at the store front entrance for adequate and
uncluttered pedestrian access;

(2)

the display is located against the building wall and does not extend more than three (3) feet
into the sidewalk; and

(3)

the display area does not exceed seventy-five (75) percent of the length of the storefront.

All utility lines, electric, telephone, cable television lines, etc., shall be placed underground.

Sec. 3143 - Downtown building design.
(a)

This section applies to all new structures and to additions of four hundred (400) square feet or
more to existing structures.

(b)

The use of contemporary interpretations of earlier design styles of surrounding structures in the
Downtown Commercial District is encouraged; including characteristics such as scale, massing, roof
shape, window size, shape and spacing, and exterior materials. The Historic District Advisory
Guidelines should also be used as reference materials.

(c)

The street elevation of principal structures shall have at least one (1) street-oriented entrance, and
contain the principal windows of the structure.

(d)

Illustrations submitted for review shall include drawings, renderings, or perspectives of a
professional quality which illustrate the scale, massing, roof shape, window size, shape and spacing,
and exterior materials of the structure and the context of the structure(s) on the site. Floor plans
and samples of building materials shall also be included.

(e)

The Historic or Design Review Board shall review the rezoning, conditional use permit, special
exception, site plan or other types of development applications when exterior building changes are
proposed and make recommendations to the applicant for amendments to achieve consistency
with this section. These recommendations are generally advisory only. It is not mandatory that the
applicant comply with the recommendations of this Board except (i) in accordance with Zoning
Ordinance §§ 3284 and 3287 regarding demolition or relocation of Contributing Structures in the
Blacksburg Historic Overlay District or (ii) to obtain the density bonus permitted by Zoning
Ordinance § 3142.

Sec. 3144 - Maximum residential occupancy.
The maximum dwelling unit occupancy shall be a family, plus two (2) persons unrelated to the
family; or no more than four (4) unrelated persons. Other lesser occupancy standards may be applied as
conditions for residential uses if approved through the conditional use permit process.

Article IV Use and Design Standards /DIVISION 3 Civic Uses
(For reference the Use and Design Standards for Educational Facilities, Primary/Secondary are
included below)
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Sec. 4313 - Education facilities, Primary/ Secondary.
(a) General standards:
(1) Any outdoor activity area, swimming pool, or ball field or court which adjoins a residential
zoning district shall have a type C buffer yard. Where exterior lighting of such areas is proposed,
large evergreen trees shall be required in a location appropriate to screen adjoining residences.
(2) A type B buffer yard shall be provided in yards adjacent to a R-4, R-5, OTR, PR, RR1 or RR2
zoning district.
(3) Any area constructed in conjunction with an educational facility intended for the overnight
storage of school buses which adjoins a residential zoning district shall provide a type C buffer
yard meeting the specifications of Article V, Division 3 of this ordinance [Appendix].
(4) Minimum lot size: One (1) acre for the first thirty-five (35) students. Each additional student
will require an additional one thousand (1,000) square feet, but no school site will be required
to exceed five (5) acres.
(5) Entrances to the site should be minimized and placed in such a way as to maximize safety,
maximize efficient traffic circulation, and minimize the impact on any surrounding residential
neighborhood.
(b) Additional standards in the RR1, R-4, R-5, and OTR zoning districts.
(1) Minimum side setback for new structures: Thirty (30) feet.
(2) Parking shall be located behind the front line of the principal building. Town Council may
grant a special exception to this requirement as authorized by Section 1112.
(3) Applicants must clearly demonstrate that the use will be compatible with the neighborhood,
particularly with regard to traffic circulation, parking, and appearance.
(4) The scale, massing, and building design should be compatible with the surrounding
neighborhood. The structure shall be street-oriented with pedestrian entrances from the street.
(5) Exterior lighting shall be compatible with the surrounding neighborhood.
(c) Additional standards in the RR1 zoning district:
(1) The height of any educational facility for which a conditional use permit was granted on or
before May 31, 2000, may be a maximum of fifty (50) feet, provided that additional front, side,
and rear setbacks of five (5) feet per each foot of height over thirty-five (35) feet shall be
provided.
(2) Effective October 1, 2000, the conditional use permit for an educational facility may
authorize a maximum height of fifty (50) feet, provided that an additional five (5) feet per front,
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side and rear setback shall be provided for each one (1) foot of height in excess of thirty-five (35)
feet. Council may consider the rural character of the area, the impact upon vistas, the building's
proportionality to the site, and any factors that may reduce the impact of the proposed height.
(d) Additional standards in the MXD, DC and GC zoning districts: Parking shall be located behind the
front line of the principal building. Town Council may grant a special exception to this requirement as
authorized by Section 1112.

[Add New Section 4314]
Sec. 4314 – Instructional Classrooms for Education Facilities, College/University
(a) Standards in DC zoning district:
(1) Limited to the Instructional Classroom use. Other uses contained in the definition of
Educational Facilities, College/University are not allowed unless otherwise specified as
permitted in the district.
(2) Instructional Classroom use must be part of a mixed-use project including two or more
uses other than classroom space.
(3) No Instructional Classrooms may be located on the ground floor of the building.
(4) Parking shall be located behind the front line of the principal building. Town Council may
grant a special exception to this requirement as authorized by Section 1112.
(5) Requests for special exceptions to the Use and Design Standards in Section 4314 (a)(1), (2),
and (3) are prohibited.

[Add New Section 4421]
Section 4421 - General office for Educational Facilities, College/University
a) General standards:
(1) Exterior lighting shall be compatible with the surrounding neighborhood.
(2) Entrances to the site should be minimized and placed in such a way as to maximize safety,
maximize efficient traffic circulation, and minimize the impact on any surrounding residential
neighborhood.
(3) The street elevation of the principal structure shall have at least one (1) street-oriented
entrance, and contain the principal windows of the office.
(4) Loading areas shall be sited in such a way so as to minimize the impact on any surrounding
neighborhood. Sufficient screening meeting the standards of Article V, Division 3 of this
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ordinance [Appendix] shall be provided to screen and diffuse noise impacts on adjacent
residences. A type D buffer yard shall be required when a loading area is located adjacent to a
residential use.
(5) The use of alternative paving material, such as brick pavers or porous pavement is
permitted.
(6) Parking shall be located behind the front line of the principal building. Town Council may
grant a special exception to this requirement as authorized by Section 1112.
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